
FURNITURE GLASS
Your space, your way
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YOUR FURNITURE NEVER 
LOOKED SO GOOD
The glassboard has come off the walls and entered into the 
workstations, conference rooms, and other open areas in need 
of fresh collaboration tools. The high design of Clarus furniture 
glass adds unmatched functionality and inspiration to any space.
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BEAUTIFUL 
& FUNCTIONAL
The Clarus design team engineered Adapt to be the most 
minimal, turnkey solution for creating motivational work 
environments with stunning writable surfaces. 

Whether you’re looking for a simple office upgrade or building 
out your workplace from the ground up — Adapt adds a level 
of functionality, colour, and texture to any space.
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FROM NEUTRAL
The dated workstation could desperately use 
a breath of fresh air. It’s time to update offi  ce 
furniture to serve the needs of the modern, 
mobile workforce.

TO NOTEWORTHY
Adapt is designed to instantly enhance 
productivity and boost the design aesthetic.  
Breathe new life into old offi  ce spaces, and 
express your brand throughout the workplace.
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YOUR GLASS, 
YOUR WAY
Help employees get organized. Build out a calendar, 
keep track of appointments, jot a to-do list, or tally 
inner-office contests — Adapt’s uses are endless.
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System Channel

Adapt Hardware  
(System Specific)

Clarus Glass

Flat Bracket 
(Universal)

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPATIBILITY

• Compatible with most furniture systems
• Best in-class lead times
• All mounting hardware included
• Magnetic and non-magnetic options available

Adapt is compatible with most systems 
from the world’s leading furniture 
manufacturers. Contact us to discuss an 
Adapt solution tailored specifically to 
your furniture system and office needs. 

Check our growing list of compatible 
systems at clarus.com/adapt. 

ADAPT 
YOUR SPACE
People love Clarus on walls and wheels – why not 
add it to the workstation? Adapt allows designers to 
transform a space, increase function, and enhance 
design with the simple elegance of glassboards. 
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DIVIDE TO UNITE 
Open offices create the ultimate collaborative environment, but can 
also bring unwelcome distractions and remove the natural privacy 
employees need. Divide offers the best of both — minimal and 
useful space division, with a naturally beautiful design style. And of 
course, total customisation. 

SPECIFICATIONS

• Custom match any colour to coordinate with existing  
furniture systems

• Custom sizing to fit your furniture
• Transparent or opaque — let design decide your product,  

not manufacturing limitations
• Magnetic and non-magnetic options available
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ELEGANCE WITH 
A PURPOSE
The versatility of a writing surface and the beauty of 
colourful Clarus glass — all in a tabletop. Tops bring a 
new level of collaboration and visual communication 
to any meeting. Communicate a concept, assign seats, 
or jot down a question to remember at the end of a 
presentation — the possibilities are endless with a Tops 
writing surface as your table.

SPECIFICATIONS

• Custom shapes for any table or desk surface
• Made from 12 mm Clarus glass
• Compatible with any marker, even permanent 
• Over 150 standard colours
• Custom colour matching available
• Optional hardware — contact Clarus to discuss 
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THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT 
FOR YOUR WORKSTATION
Keep a to-do list on-hand or doodle a new design at your desk. 
Elevate the productivity of the common workstation with Note 
glass by Clarus. 

SPECIFICATIONS

• All mounting hardware included
• Magnetic and non-magnetic options available
• 150+ standard colours 
• Custom colour-matching available
• Cut-to-size for your unique workstation 
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CLARUS GLASS • 6 mm Clarus tempered safety glass
• 6 mm and 12 mm Clarus tempered safety glass used for TOPS
• Non-staining writing surface
• Compatible with any marker, even permanent
• Clarus Opti-Clear finish, with eased corners for safety

COLOURS & PRINTING With Colours By Clarus and ColourDrop technologies, your 
glassboard can complement your brand in countless different ways. 

COLOURS BY CLARUS
• 150+ standard colours
• Unlimited options with Clarus custom colour-matching ability

COLOURDROP
• Custom logos, patterns, charts, and artwork
• Direct-to-glass UV printing, never fades or becomes discoloured 

SIZING • Any size up to 1,800 mm by 3,600 mm
• Custom sizes available at no additional cost
• Tops are available in custom shapes and have alternate 

dimension requirements 

MOUNTING STYLE • Adapt — mounting hardware designed per unique workstation
• Note — directly adhered to the wall using adhesive or Clarus 

TruMount hardware, unique to each workstation 
• Divide — can be configured to fit into most mounting hardware 

solutions  
• Tops — mounting hardware determined by order 


